Planarization and fabrication of bridges across deep grooves or holes in silicon using a dry film photoresist followed by an etch back
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Abstract. A technique is presented that provides planarization after a very deep etching step in silicon. This offers the possibility for not only resist spinning and layer patterning but also for realization of bridges and cantilevers across deep grooves or holes. The technique contains a standard dry film lamination step to cover a wafer with a 38 μm thick foil. Next the foil is etched back to the desired thickness of a few micrometres. This thin film facilitates resist spinning and high-resolution patterning. The planarization method is demonstrated by the fabrication of aluminium bridges across a deep groove in silicon.

1. Introduction

The design of micromachined devices is often limited by the impossibility of layer patterning by resist spinning on a wafer surface containing large steps in height. The standard resist spinning method needs a flat surface for coverage with a uniform layer thickness. This means that after etching deep grooves or holes in a wafer, it is difficult to pattern existing or new deposited layers. Usually one tries to carry out the deposition and patterning of all layers first and finish the process with the deep etch step. This, however, is not always possible because technology- and material-based constraints play a role in the possibilities of chronology of the process steps. If, for example, a deep etched groove is used as a mould to shape a structure, the chronology cannot be reversed: the deep etch step has to be followed by the deposition of the structure material.

Alternative methods to apply photoresist are dipping, spraying, or producing dry resist coatings by vacuum deposition, plasma deposition, or adsorption, eventually followed by dry development (in situ radiation deposition) [1,2]. Furthermore, the shadow mask technique can be used to deposit patterns on wafers with deep etch holes. Although with these methods patterning of the wafer surface is no problem, it is not possible to create bridges across the etch holes. Another planarization technique is filling the holes with an organic material, e.g. a polymer, eventually followed by a heating step. The flatness of the structures across the holes will then be determined by the shape of the planarized filling material, which can be a serious restriction in the case of very deep etch holes.

Finally, an alternative method is the sacrificial wafer bonding method [3]. The sacrificial wafer bonding technique contains a wafer bond step followed by an etch back to a thin stop layer. With this method planarization and fabrication of bridges across deep grooves are possible. Results of polymer bonding followed by dry etching and anodic combined with KOH etching were presented before [3].

A simpler faster technique is presented here. It uses the lamination of a thin photosensitive foil, which is uniformly etched back to a thickness of typically a few micrometres. The depositing and patterning of new layers is then possible. Bridges and cantilevers can be fabricated across deep grooves or holes by this method.
2. Dry film photoresist

Photoresists in film form are widely applied in printed circuit fabrication because they are frequently more convenient to apply and provide higher yields than liquid photoresists [4]. Applications in the field of microtechnology have been limited so far because the thickness of the resist layer in commercially available dry films lies between 15 and 75 μm. Therefore this technique without adaptations cannot be used to define spacings smaller than circa 25 μm.

The applied dry film Ordy! AP838 consists of a 38 μm thick resist sheet, covered by a polyester protection film. This dry film is extremely pliable, which enables tenting of large tooling holes. In the used two-roll laminator setup the substrate is sandwiched between two dry films, at a pressure of 3.5 kg cm⁻², 125 °C roller temperature, and a speed of 1.5 m min⁻¹, see also figure 1. Commonly the resist is exposed with UV light and the polyester cover sheet is removed afterwards. The AP838 resist can be developed and stripped in alkaline solutions. However, with this procedure the resolution will still be poor. That is why an alternative procedure was developed. The goal was to increase the resolution and to open the possibility to fabricate bridges and cantilevers across deep grooves or holes. The main step of the procedure is the uniform etch back of the dry film to a desired thickness of a few micrometres. The direct lamination of a very thin film causes difficulties in adhesion and strength [5]. Note that the etch back is done after UV exposure without a mask, because after exposure an improved bond quality between film and substrate was observed.

To achieve single side lamination the film is removed from one side (before UV exposure). An alternative method is to position the silicon wafer substrates on a square glass plate and carry out the lamination. After cutting out the wafer from the sheet at the top side, a single-sided dry film-covered wafer is obtained.

Beside planarization, other application areas of the dry films are shadow masking [6] and thick resist patterning with perpendicular side walls [7]. This pattern could be applied as a mould for electroplating. These applications will not be discussed here.

3. Fabrication process

Figure 2 shows how the planarization process can be applied to fabricate bridges on a wafer with deep grooves. The process starts with the lamination of the dry film on top of a wafer containing deep grooves. The most difficult
step is the uniform etch down (2). This was done in a reactive ion etcher with a CHF₃/O₂ plasma. The CHF₃ is added to stimulate underetching. In that way a very rough etched surface, sometimes called grass, is prevented [7, 8]. To increase the uniformity in etch rate, the whole bottom electrode was covered with a dry resist film, with the wafer located in the centre. This resulted in a decrease of etch rate (from 1.1 to 0.45 μm min⁻¹), but the uniformity was improved, so that differences in local etch rates were less than 3%. The patterning of the dry film (step 3) is done by reactive ion etching using an aluminium mask. To obtain steep side walls an anisotropic etch process in a pure O₂ plasma is applied (etch rate 0.53 μm min⁻¹) [7].

4. Experimental results

The technique has been demonstrated with a process that results in aluminium bridges with a resist foundation across a deep groove in silicon. The process steps are:

- dry film lamination
- 80 s UV-exposure (15 mW cm⁻²)
- remove cover sheet (peel off)
- etch back to desirable thickness (RIE): CHF₃:O₂ = 5:20 sccm, 75 W, 75 mTorr, 25°C, electrode covered with dry film
- 100 nm Al evaporation
- pattern Al (positive resist Shipley 1813)
- anisotropic etch of the dry film (RIE): O₂ = 20 sccm, 75 W, 75 mTorr, 25°C, electrode covered with dry film

Figure 3 shows the resulting aluminium bridge across the groove. For this structure a dry resist film was laminated and etched back to about 7 μm. This result shows that it is possible to make electrical contacts across a deep etch pit.

The dry film lamination, in combination with the dry etch back, will be applied in a membrane pressure sensor containing a deep corrugation [3], as outlined in figure 4. The corrugation is added to reduce package stresses and to obtain a residual stress relief in the inner circular membrane without losing pressure sensitivity [9]. The planarization technique will be applied to pattern polysilicon strain gauges and to create bridge connections between strain gauges inside the corrugation and bond paths outside the corrugation. The resist laminate will be completely removed afterwards.

5. Conclusions

A flexible technique using a dry resist film for planarization after a very deep etching step is demonstrated. With this technique, not only do resist spinning and layer patterning become possible, but also the fabrication of bridges and cantilevers across deep grooves or holes. Because of its simplicity and usefulness, the technique is very suited for application in microelectromechanical systems. The method was demonstrated with the fabrication of aluminium bridges across a deep groove in silicon. Future research will focus on deposition of thinner dry films.
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